
 BOOK REVIEW

 Moral Failing

 In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam, by Robert S.
 McNamara. Times Books, a division of Random House, hardback, pp.
 414, special Indian price Rs. 672.

 More than twenty years after it concluded with the resounding victory
 of national liberation forces, the Vietnam War continues to weigh on
 the collective consciousness of the United States. The two decades since
 the unceremonious, panicky departure of the last American helicopters
 from the roof of the US embassy in Saigon have seen the world's most
 powerful nation struggle to come to terms with its historic defeat. So
 great was the negative impact on domestic opinion of US military
 intervention in Southeast Asia that for a while US foreign policy was
 seen to be constrained by the 'Vietnam Syndrome'-the unwillingness of
 the American people to countenance a possible repeat of the war
 aggression that had brought 47,000 of their young men home in body
 bags.

 Nowadays, one hears little talk of the Vietnam Syndrome,
 supposedly exorcised by such demonstrations of US military might as
 the victory over Iraq in the Gulf War of 1990-91. The collapse of the
 Soviet Union and its European socialist allies has also accorded the US
 more scope for interventionist strategies in what is now perceived to be
 a 'unipolar' world.

 Yet the reality of military defeat by a small Third World nation
 continues to rankle. For apologists of the American system, for those
 who basically uphold the US right to intervene wheresoever it
 chooses, the task has been one of rationalizing this debacle, of finding
 'explanations' that leave its basic causes unexplored, that deflect
 public attention away from the central issues, from basic moral
 questions of right and wrong.

 One line of 'explanation' maintains to this day that the war could
 have been won; the problem was that the US military was denied the
 means to finish the job. Subscribers to this view have particularly
 targeted the American press for the role it allegedly played in alerting
 public opinion to the scale of the barbarity and destruction, thereby
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 swelling the ranks of the anti-war protesters. The fact of the matter, of
 course, is that the press was until a relatively late stage of the conflict

 a full-throated supporter of United States policy. And from the mid-
 1960s-well before the press assumed a critical posture-it was clear to
 some analysts that the military situation in Vietnam was intractable,
 the war very possibly unwinnable.

 This is where another, apparently more plausible type of

 'explanation' comes in. Those subscribing to it hold that America's
 intervention in Vietnam was a 'mistake', an aberration prompted by

 wrong decisions and lapses of judgement. This is the central thesis of
 Robert S. McNamara's recently published book. Nearly thirty years

 after he parted company with the Johnson Administration over its

 Vietnam policy, McNamara seeks to persuade us not that US
 intervention was wrong but that it was a costly 'error' motivated by the
 noblest of intentions.

 As. Secretary of Defence to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, Robert
 Strange McNamara was a key architect of America's Vietnam policy
 during the crucial years 1961-68-the period that saw US involvement
 in Indochina move beyond covert operations and training and logistical

 support for the Saigon military regime to the outright invasion of
 South Vietnam by the deployment of thousands of US ground troops.
 This period also saw the start of US bombing of North Vietnam, as also
 the even more intensive and deadly bombing and shelling of the Sduth
 in a bid to destroy indigenous national liberation forces and their
 popular base.

 McNamara initially supported the deepening military involvement
 of the US in Vietnam. He became the government's chief spokesperson
 for the day-to-day operations of the war and acted as President
 Johnson's principal deputy in the war's prosecution. It is not surprising
 that for several years he was persona non grata on university campuses
 across the United States, that he was assailed as a 'baby.burner', that,
 as he tells us in his new book, people he encountered in public places
 were known to spit in his face.

 By 1966, however, McNamara had begun to question the wisdom of
 US military involvement in Vietnam. By 1967 he was openly seeking a
 way to launch peace talks. He initiated a 7000-page study of America's
 Vietnam policy since the Second World War, the secret study leaked to
 the press by Daniel Ellsberg in 1971 that came to be known as the
 Pentagon Papers. And he came out in opposition to the continued
 bombing of North Vietnam.

 In February 1968, McNamara left the Pentagon to become president
 of the World Bank, an institution he was to head for the next 13 years.
 During his time there, he displayed what was generally regarded as
 some measure of sensitivity to the development needs of Third World
 nations, providing strong support at the top for the Bank's 'basic needs'
 approach (now long since abandoned.) Since retiring from the Bank in
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 1981, he has remained active in other organisations and has spoken out
 on such issues as world hunger and East-West relations.

 McNamara, then, can be chracterised as a Vietnam 'hawk' who
 turned 'dove', as an architect of America's war of aggression who at a
 relatively early stage grasped the fact that it was unwinnable. In his
 new book, the former Secretary of Defence seeks to reconstruct the years
 he spent shaping America's Vietnam policy, giving his perception of
 how key decisions were reached, the debate which surrounded them,
 and his own role in the process.

 Why has McNamara chosen to speak up now, nearly three decades
 after he left public office? In the preface, he describes the book as one 'I
 never intended to write', for fear that it might prove 'self-serving,
 defensive or vindictive'. His principal reason for breaking his silence,
 he explains, is that he has grown

 sick at heart witnessing the cynicism and even contempt with which
 so many people view our political institutions and leaders . . .
 cynicism that makes Americans reluctant to support their leaders in
 the actions necessary to confront and solve our problems at home and
 abroad' (pp. xv-xvii).

 For McNamara, the central challenge of the book is to support and
 back with evidence his belief that US involvement in Vietnam was 'an
 error not of values and intentions but of judgement and capabilities'-
 and to do so without stimulating further public cynicism by appearing
 to justify or rationalise what he and others did. This proves a hopeless
 task. For the book is nothing if not an attempt to rationalise and
 explain away a criminal war that, far from representing an aberration,
 was consistent with long-term US strategy and policy goals, with the
 underlying precepts of US foreign policy.

 In support of his thesis that the Vietnam War was a 'mistake'
 which caused 'terrible damage to America' (quite what it meant for
 Vietnam is never spelled out), McNamara advances the following
 arguments or rather excuses. At the root of the problem, he diagnoses,
 was the sheer complexity of government. The Kennedy and Johnson
 administrations failed to take 'an orderly, rational approach' to the
 war partly because of the 'blizzard of problems' they confronted at
 home and abroad.

 This situation was compounded by policy-makers' lack of knowledge
 about Southeast Asia and the unavailability of regional experts
 (America's top East Asia and China experts had apparently been
 purged during the McCarthy era). It was this absence of access to
 scholarly expertise which explained Washington's 'misreading' of
 China's objectives and its failure to perceive Ho Chi Minh as the
 nationalist he was rather than as the pawn of 'aggressive'
 international Communism he was made out to be.
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 At the same time, the US felt 'beset and at risk', what with Mao
 Zedong and his followers controlling China; Khruschev predicting
 Communist victory through wars of national liberation, Sputnik
 launched and Cuba established as a 'Communist beachhead' in
 America's own hemisphere. 'This fear underlay our involvement in
 Vietnam', claims McNamara.

 On top of all this, Washington was being fed misleading information
 by the Saigon military regime that was supposed to usher South
 Vietnam into full-fledged Western-style democracy. Here McNamara
 concedes that he and fellow policy-makers misjudged the intentions of
 President Diem and, following his overthrow and murder in a US-
 backed military coup, the succession of generals who headed a regime
 that was a byword for venality, corruption and fascistic ways.

 All might have been well, however, had US management of this

 'limited' war proved more effective. A major cause of the Vietnam
 debacle, McNamara contends, was the failure of the US 'to establish
 an organisation of top civilian and military officials capable of
 directing the task.' (p. 332) Inadequate management is therefore held
 to have combined with overwork, lack of knowledge and erroneous
 information to lead America blindly into the Indochina quagmire.

 For there can be no doubting, McNamara argues in a recurring refrain,

 that Washington's intentions were of the best. The author alludes to
 the 'innocence and confidence' with which he and fellow policy-
 makers approached Vietnam in the early days of the Kennedy
 Administration. He describes Dean Rusk, Secretary of State under
 Kennedy and Johnson and a stalwart supporter of the war, as 'one of the
 most selfless, dedicated individuals ever to serve the US'. (p. 70) We
 learn of the 'thoughtful' analysis of General Maxwell-Taylor in which
 he cautioned the president that a massive deployment of troops would
 be needed to defeat the 'Vietcong'-the pejorative term used
 throughout the book to denote the Vietnamese National Liberation
 Front.

 'Let me be simple and direct', states McNamara in the book's closing
 pages:

 The United States of America fought in Vietnam for eight years for
 what it believed to be good and honest reasons. By such action,
 administrations of both parties sought to protect our security,
 prevent the spread of totalitarian Communism and promote
 individual freedom and political democracy. (p. 333)

 Regarding his own role in the planning and execution of the war,
 McNamara combines self-criticism with assertions that his opposition
 to the war began taking shape much earlier than has been generally
 supposed. At several points in the book he acknowledges his own
 culpability in failing to pose and explore basic questions relating to
 America's Vietnam policy. But he also claims that as early as March
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 1965 he believed the US should 'make every possible effort to spark
 negotiations leading to an end to the conflict'. This, he says, 'remained
 my position until I left the Pentagon three years later'. (p. 181)

 A very different perspective on the reasons behind US involvement
 in Vietnam, and on the role played by McNamara in prosecuting the
 war is laid out by Noam Chomsky in his essay, 'The Backroom Boys',
 written in the early seventies when the conflict was still reging. In the
 essay, Chomsky analyses the recently leaked Pentagon Papers-the
 secret study which McNamara commissioned and which can be said to
 represent a more substantive contribution to our understanding of US
 foreign policy than his new book.

 To read Chomsky's analysis is to discover several interesting
 parallels between the Pentagon Papers and McNamara's apologia.
 Both have a cool and antiseptic quality; neither exposes us to the
 horror of the war, to the reality of slaughtered villagers, children
 bumt alive by napalm, towns flattened by B-52 carpet bombing, a
 countryside laid waste by shelling, defoliants, and marauding troops on
 'search and destroy' operations.

 Both are selective in their reconstruction of history. In the Pentagon
 Papers, as in McNamara's book, there is much agonizing over the US
 decision to launch an air war against North Vietnam. In contrast, the
 far more destructive aerial bombing and artillery bombardment of the
 South-what Chomsky identifies as the fundamental policy decision
 of early 1965-is barely mentioned. The reason, as Chomsky points out,
 is that bombing the North was a highly visible and risky policy that
 threatened to spark a general war; in contrast, pulverizing the South in
 an attempt to separate the NLF from its large-scale popular base could
 be carried out with comparative impunity.

 Like McNamara, too, the Pentagon historians seem to believe that
 the US involvement in Vietnam was a 'costly error'-while at the
 same time never stepping outside the framework of the official
 ideology. What strikes Chomsky is the 'remarkable continuity' of US
 policy making on Vietnam from the mid-1940s onwards. Was this the
 result of error, lack of knowledge or institutional inadequacies, as
 McNamara and others have suggested? If so, Chomsky asks,

 Why were policymakers always subject to the sanme form for
 ignorance and irrationality? Why was there such a systematic error
 in the delusional systems constructed by postwar ideologists? Mere
 ignorance or foolishness would lead to random error, not to a regular
 and systematic distortion: unwavering adherence to the principle
 that whatever the facts may be, the cause of international conflict is
 the behaviour of the Communist powers, and all revolutionary
 movements within the United States system are sponsored by the
 Soviet Union, China, or both. (p. 53)
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 This was the essence of the 'domino theory'-the view that South
 Vietnam was a test case, that if it succumbed to Communism, the 'rot'
 would spread throughout Southeast Asia and America's credibility as
 the 'protector' of the Western world would be undermined. Behind the
 hyperbole, Chomsky argues, the domino theory contained a rational
 core of policy making:

 In one sense, Vietnam was indeed to serve as a test case. Developing

 countries were to be taught a harsh lesson. They must observe the
 rules of the international system as determined by the powerful-
 who, like many a stern disciplinarian, saw themselves as benign,
 even noble in intention. Developing countries must not undertake
 'national liberation' on the Chinese model, extricating themselves
 from the international system dominated by Western and Japanese
 state capitalism, with mass mobilization, a focus on internal needs,
 and exploitation of material and human resources for internal
 development. If they are so foolhardy as to disobey the
 international rules, they will be subjected to subversion, blockade, or
 even out-right destruction by the global judge and executioner. (p. 44-

 45)

 Within this framework of imperialist motives, the Vietnam
 involvement might very well have seemed rational to US
 policymakers.

 For Chomsky, the most significant contribution of the Pentagon
 Papers is the insights they provide into the mentality of Washington's

 war planners: their callous disregard for the victims of American
 terror; the sanitized language they employ when discussing the
 attempted eradication of what they know to be an indigenous
 liberation movement. 'It has been our task all along', explains
 McNamara in November 1966, 'to root out the VC infrastructure and
 establish the GVN presence'. A month earlier he had informed the
 president, 'The one thing demonstrably going for us in Vietnam over the

 past year has been the large number of enemy killed-in-action resulting
 from the big military actions' (p. 85)-actions in which he must have

 been aware that large numbers of civilians perished.
 What is most educative about McNamara's account of his Vietnam

 war years is not his willingness, thirty years later, to assume some of
 the blame, his agonizing over the 'mistakes' and misperceptions to
 which he now owns he contributed. It is his inability, even at this
 distance of time, to step outside the premises of official ideology, to
 grasp the fact, not that the US war in Vietnam was a 'mistake' but
 that it was criminally wrong. It is both an intellectual and moral
 failing of the first order.

 It was criminally wrong for Washington to flout basic canons of
 international law to invade a small developing country. It was
 criminally wrong for the United States to prop up a corrupt and ViCiouLs
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 military clique that was known to have no support among the people. It
 was criminally wrong to pulverize the people of Vietnam with
 millions of tons of bombs, to kill large numbers of men, women and
 children-more than two million Vietnamese were slaughtered in the
 war-to destroy their cities, to lay waste their countryside, to attempt
 to terrorize them into submission.

 McNamara, however, does not see it this way. The Vietnam war
 remains for him a 'mistake' that cost the American people dear,
 breeding a cynicism that has worked against US intervention in other
 parts of the globe. True, he now grants that the US should have
 withdrawn from Vietnam in the early or mid sixties. But there is no
 moral choice here, no separation of the just from the unjust, right from

 wrong. By withdrawing, Washington would have improved US
 'credibility' and saved its strength 'for more defensible stands
 elsewhere'.

 It follows that the major lesson McNamara extracts from the

 Vietnam debacle is that the US should learn from the experience so as
 to 'manage limited wars effectively.'

 Of course, McNamara may genuinely believe in all that he has
 written. It may be a matter of faith with him that the road to Vietnam
 was paved with noble intentions, that with better information and a
 more efficient war management system the US could have avoided
 entering the quagmire.

 In objective terms, however, his book does not challenge but rather
 reinforces prevailing US official ideology. It obfuscates, does not
 illumine the central issues. For that reason, this is a book that needs to

 be read critically-questioned and challenged. As Chomsky reminds us,
 'the fact that policy makers may be caught up in the fantasies they
 spin to disguise imperial intervention, and may sometimes even find
 themselves trapped by them, should not prevent us from asking what
 function these ideological constructions fulfil'. (p. 54) We owe it to the
 people of Vietnam, and history, to do no less.

 Note: Noam Chomsky's essay, The Backroom Boys', is to be found in
 his essay collection, For Reasons of State. My copy is a paperback
 edition published by Vintage Books, a division of Random House, in
 1973.

 SUSAN RAM

 Journalist, Madras
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